
Trends include the neon makeup, glossy 
eyeshadows, extra bright colours 
for mascara, animal-print 

eyeshadow, mismatched 
eyeshadow and even  
floating eyeliner. 

Looking at the latest 
international trends and 
exhibitions, the following 
colour trends have become 
prevalent. Matte is out 
and now it’s all about bold, 
striking and fun looks with 
glitters that are more ‘in your 
face’. Flouting eyeliners drown onto 
the eyelid after applying eyeshadow with a 
pencil and creating shapes such as angel wings. 
Creativity is yours to unleash. See Table 1 for 
formulation inspiration for a liquid eyeliner. 

CONTRASTING COMBINATIONS
Applying silver glitter below the eyes is a 
striking and ideal way to conceal dark under-eye 
circles. In addition, multi-coloured eyeshadows 

will be trendy this spring with gold, yellow and 
orange making up some striking combinations. 

Contrasting combinations are trending 
too, especially with the one colour 

applied above the eye and the 
contrasting one below the eye. 

And pastel blue eyeshadow 
has returned, creating a 
sense of lightness. 

For those occasions when 
you are not wearing a mask 

a bright matte pink or red 
lipstick will be prominent. Pink 

blusher, used on the cheeks, right 
up to the temples creates a glowing 

look that cannot be missed even when wearing 
a facemask. 

For Geotech’s latest presentation kits on 
colour tends and PET-free glitter for  
the new season, send an email to  
sales2@quantumcolours.com. •
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Since we have to wear face masks to protect us from COVID-19, this 
spring will be all about the eyes and nails. Lonsdale O’Donovan, 
CEO of Quantum Colours, explores the latest trends in colour cosmetics. 

New trends for  
spring 2020

COLOUR COSMETICS

   Table 1: Liquid eyeliner GL-200902

Phase Ingredient INCI %w/w

A

Water Aqua 65.20

Veegum K Granules
Hydrated Magnesium Aluminium Silicate 
Mineral

1.00

B
Triethanolamine Triethanolamine 1.40

Propylene Glycol Propylene Glycol 8.00

C Xantural Xanthan Gum Xanthan Gum 0.30

D

Geopearl C Crystal Silk Black Synthetic Fluorphlogopite (and) CI 77499 5.00

Geopearl C Crystal Silk Beige
Synthetic Fluorphlogopite (and) Titanium 
dioxide (and) CI 77491

5.00

Geoflake Crystal Silver XL
Synthetic Fluorphlogopite (and) Titanium 
Dioxide (and) Tin Oxide

10.00

E

Stearic Acid Stearic Acid 2.80

Glyceryl Stearate Glyceryl Stearate 0.80

Oleyl Alcohol Oleyl Alcohol 0.50

Geopearl Crystal pigments are available in South Africa from Quantum Colours

For the complete manufacturing procedure e-mail Marc Nieuwenhuis: sales2@quantumcolours.com 

http://www.quantumcolours.com

